JOIN US @

2021-2022

LBJ Cambridge

Program

Join us in 2021 for a need-satisfying educational experience in the
Cambridge Checkpoint Program at Johnson Middle School.
Cambridge students
are accelerated in
Mathematics.

Our students are
offered two Math
options as 7th
graders.

Take Control of Your Future
Join us at Johnson Middle School in the Cambridge Program,
a two-year, looping program designed to meet the needs of
gifted and high-ability students. Each of the 8 Cambridge
teachers is gifted-endorsed by the state of Florida and
Cambridge trained. Students attend this program for each of
their MESH (Mathematics, English, Science, History) academic classes.

ELA
In Advanced English
Language Arts you will be
challenged to become a
better researcher, reader,
and writer.

SCIENCE

CIVICS

In Advanced Science
you will use the
Scientific Method to
improve your
understanding of the
world.

In Advanced Civics you
will learn how the US
government was
established and works
today.
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Students can take
Math 2 Advanced
in 7th grade
followed by
Algebra Honors in
8th grade.

The most
mathematically
gifted students take
Algebra Honors in
7th grade followed
by Geometry
Honors in 8th
grade.

CAMBRIDGE PROGRAM @LBJ

2021-2022

Rigor, Collaboration,
Creativity & Leadership
Teachers in our program are trained in the
Cambridge methods of researching and
writing. All are Gifted Endorsed by the state
of Florida. The William Glasser Quality School
Model is the philosophy on which our
program is based. Each of the classes and
activities are designed to meet students’
needs for belonging, fun, freedom and power.
Concepts like Rigor, Collaboration, Creativity
and Leadership are the building blocks of the
Cambridge program’s culture. Effort is made
to create an environment in every Cambridge
class that fosters and honors these values.
Classes are fast-paced, with little drill or
repetition. Students are encouraged to
become wise, ethical consumers of
information. Each Cambridge class offers
rigorous, meaningful, hands-on work.

Showcase Portfolios
Each student maintains a showcase portfolio that
he or she updates each nine weeks in every
Cambridge class. By the end of the 2 years in the
Cambridge Program most students have 32 pieces
of work that they share with their parents in a
student-led conference at the Literary Legends
Banquet.

Interactive Notebooks
Each subject uses an interactive notebook to assist
students in learning organizational and processing
skills.

Research Based Global Perspective Activities

Collaboration

Embedded in each Cambridge discipline are
Global Perspective activities and lessons designed
to enhance each learner’s understanding of the
world.

Our classes encourage students to develop
communication and leadership skills in a safe,
teacher-managed environment through many
collaborative opportunities.

Educational Travel
Annual multi-day field trips are another way we facilitate
hands-on learning in the Cambridge Program at LBJ. We take
a three-day trip every year. In 2021-2022 we will travel to
Marine Lab in Key Largo to experience the marine life of the
Florida Keys through boat trips, snorkeling and labs.
2022-2023 will be our FACES of Florida field trip. This trip
begins in Tallahassee with the Capitol and Spanish mission,
then on to Tarpon Springs, Tampa and Sarasota. In our
Cambridge Program students get to experience the beauty
and diversity of our state.
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